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1. Introduction: RSNA Image Share Network
The RSNA Image Share Network (ISN) is a pilot project involving radiology sites and patients across the US,
made possible by funding from the National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering (NIBIB). The
goal of the project is to enable sharing of medical images under patient control. The ISN supports sharing
directly with patients through the use of personal health record (PHR) accounts. It also enables sharing with
other care sites participating in the ISN.
Radiology sites connect to the ISN using a device called the Edge Server. The Edge Server collects reports and
accesses images from the site’s radiology systems and lets site staff select a patient’s studies and send them to
the ISN. They are stored on a central document registry/repository called the Image Clearinghouse.
The current release of the Edge Server also retrieves images from the Clearinghouse in support of two different
clinical use cases. For the “Send to Patient” use case, the patient is provided with a printout of the access
information needed to retrieve their medical imaging records into an account they create on one of the PHR
systems participating in the project. For the “Send to Site” use case, the user sends a patient’s studies to the
Clearinghouse and provides the information needed to retrieve them to authorized users at another participating
site through whatever secure means have been established for communication between the sites (such as
secure email or fax).
The Edge Server also supports sending and retrieving de-identified images for multi-site imaging clinical trials.
Site administrators at the principal investigator (PI) site of the trial use the Edge Server to generate a security
key for their trial and exchange this information with their peers at image acquisition sites participating in a given
clinical trial. The image acquisition site’s administrators use this information to configure the PI site as a
destination for image sending. The Edge Server can then be used to de-identify and send images to the
Clearinghouse. The PI site regularly polls the Clearinghouse for image studies tagged with its security key and
retrieves and stores them for use in the clinical trial.
This document is intended to provide guidance to users of the Edge Server, typically radiology support staff at
participating sites. A general description of the structure and function of the ISN is provided in I mage Share
Network Executive Overview v4.0. Detailed instructions for installing and administering the Edge Server are
available in Image Share Network Edge Server Installation and Administration v4.0.
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2. The Edge Server Web User Interface
The Edge Server is accessed via a Web-based user interface (UI) that provides both clinical and administrative
functions. Administrators can configure DICOM devices that will be the source of imaging studies for the Edge
Server, create and manage users, and track the status of studies sent. Administrative functions are documented
in greater detail in RSNA Image Share Network Edge Server Installation, Upgrade and Administration
Manual v4.0.

2.1 Normal Use
The Edge Server user interface can be found at the URL (or IP address) that has been configured for your site.
The administrator should provide the URL and bookmark it on your system.
When a user who is not logged in goes to the home address of the Edge Server, he will be presented with a
login screen requesting a username and password. (Note that the initial user interface is the OpenAM access
management component used in the Edge Server.) Your site's Edge Server administrator is responsible for
creating accounts and providing users with their login credentials as described in the Installation and
Administration Manual.
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Figure 2-1: Login Screen

After logging in, you will be taken to the ISN application home screen. To start the process of sharing, begin by
searching for the patient's imaging studies. Select the "Clinical" tab and click on the "Patient Search" button.
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Figure 2-3: Patient Search

When you click “Search”, any matching results are presented in a list. Select the one(s) relevant to the patient.

Figure 2-4: Search Results
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Clicking the “Select” button prompts the user to confirm that the patient has provided their consent to share the
study.

Figure 2-5: Patient Consent Confirmation

After consent is confirmed, a list of the selected patient’s exams is presented. These exams can be added to a
“shopping-cart” style interface.
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Figure 2-6: Exam Selection

Click “Add to cart” Click "Add to Cart" for each exam to be shared with the patient to prepare the selected
exams to send.
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Figure 2-7: Selected Exams in the Cart

Click “View Cart” to view the list of all selected exams before sending.
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Figure 2-8: Sending Cart

When you click the “Send Cart” button, the Edge Server will prompt you to select either to “Send to Patient” or
“Send to Site.”
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Figure 2-9: Sending the Cart (with option for a PHR retrieval or site-to-site retrieval) with prompt for Patient Email.

If you select “Send to Patient”, you will be prompted to provide the patient’s email address, which will be used to
send the patient instructions on how to retrieve their image studies into a PHR account. Gathering the patient
email address is not mandatory, but highly recommended at will allow the patient to receive email notification
that the studies are available for access.
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Figure 2-10: Patient with Previous Account

If the patient has previously had imaging studies sent through the Edge Server, the system will present a
prompt screen indicating that fact and providing the email address previously used. You can send information
using the previously entered email address or enter a new patient email address.
The email entry box cannot be left blank. If the patient email address is not available, entering “none” will enable
the sending process to continue.
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After you click “Next”, the Edge Server will prompt you to select the timing of when the patient’s exams will be
sent.

Figure 2-11: Options for Timing to Send Exams

The options for timing to send exams can be configured by your administrator based on site policies. The
default configurations are:
● Routine: The study will be sent 72 hours after the availability of a final report to allow communication by
the radiologist and referring physician before the patient has access to the exam.
● When Final Report Available: The study will be sent as soon as the report is finalized.
● Immediately: The study will be sent immediately, even if there is no final report available.
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Once you select the sending option, the patient’s cart will be put in the Edge Server’s queue for sending to the
Clearinghouse. The Edge Server will pop up a window that includes a button to print a PDF page for the patient
containing the information needed to retrieve their exams. This will include instructions on using PHR accounts
and a unique Access Code generated by the Edge Server. (Please note that you may need to add an exception
to any pop-up blockers active in your browser to allow the printout to appear.)

Figure 2-12: Exam Queued for Sending and Print Button for Patient Printout

Click “Print” and give the printout to the patient to use in retrieving their studies.
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Figure 2-13: Sample Exam ID Page Print Out
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3. Clinical Study Transfer
Version 4.0 of the RSNA Edge Server includes the capability to make clinical studies available to other sites
participating in the Image Share Network.
As in the Send to Patient use case, patient consent needs to be obtained before providing a patient’s exams to
care providers at another site. The patient’s date of birth and the Access Code generated by the Edge Server
for the patient’s exams must then be communicated to the destination site through a method that meets the
security policies of both the source and destination sites. Currently, this communication is outside the scope of
the Edge Server and must be performed directly by site staff.

3.1 Sending Clinical Studies to the Clearinghouse
Clinical studies intended for review at another site are sent to the Clearinghouse in the same way as in the
Send to Patient use case. As noted above, the parameters identifying the study (Access Code and date of birth)
must then be communicated to the receiving site using a method confirms to both sites’ security and privacy
policies.

3.2 Retrieving Clinical Studies from the Clearinghouse
When a site receives notification that another site participating in the Image Share Network has made a
patient’s studies available for retrieval, site staff use the Edge Server to retrieve those studies from the
Clearinghouse. To retrieve clinical studies from the Clearinghouse, a user at the retrieving site must be logged
into the Edge Server as a member of the Import group so that they have access privileges to perform the
retrieval.
To enter the Retrieve Studies window, click the “Retrieve” button on the main menu. The contents of the tab will
appear as shown in Figure 3.1.2-1 below. Enter the Date of Birth and Access Code information obtained from
the sending site in the input fields and click the Get Exam List button.
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Figure 3.2-1 Enter Exam Search Parameters
The system will query the RSNA Image Share for all exams that match the specified parameters. When it
receives the list of matching exams, the Retrieve Studies window will update as shown in Figure 3.2-2 below.
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Figure 3.2-2: S
 elect Exams for Retrieval
When the available exams have been listed, select the checkboxes of the desired exams and then click the Get
Exams button. The Edge Server will retrieve the selected exams from the Clearinghouse and process them as
defined in the system configuration (for example, sending them to a workstation or a PACS).
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4. Research Study Transfer
Version 3.2 of the Edge Server includes the capability to send de-identified studies to specific site destinations
via the Clearinghouse for use in research imaging clinical trials.

4.1 Sending Research Studies to the Clearinghouse
Clinical studies that are to be used in clinical trials must first be transmitted from a capable DICOM device (such
as PACS workstation or modality) to a DICOM destination configured in the Edge Server. The Edge Server
automatically de-identifies the studies it receives and makes them available for transmission by any user who is
logged into the Edge Server as a member of the Export group.
To enter the Send Studies pane, click the “Research” button on the main menu. The contents of the tab will
appear as shown in Figure 4.1-1 below.

Figure 4.1-1: R
 esearch Sending Interface
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The Select a destination drop-down list will contain the sites or trials that have been configured by the site
administrator (following the configuration instructions in the installation manual). In the drop-down list, select the
destination. In the study table, check the boxes of the studies to be transmitted. Finally, click the Send button.
The contents of the window will refresh as shown in figure 4.1-2:

Figure 4.1-2: R
 esearch Sending Interface with Sent Study
The Status field in the lower table will update periodically to indicate the progress of the transmission.

4.2 Retrieving Research Studies from the Clearinghouse
At a receiving site for a research study, the Edge Server continually polls the Clearinghouse for de-identified
studies for inclusion in its dataset. No manual intervention is required.
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